Investigative Dashboard Search

ID Search supports investigations of cross-border crimes, corporate ownership and persons of interest. We provide public access to the world's largest archive of investigative source material, with nearly 5 million public documents.

Reporters can browse the archive, create watch lists of persons and companies they wish to be alerted for, or upload private document collections so they become easy to search and share.

More than 140 document and database sources are updated daily or weekly and include:

- Company registries and government gazettes
- Specialised archives on international crime, corporate investigations and asset recovery
- Major leaks of documents
- US, EU, UK, UN and Swiss sanctions lists
- News archives from investigative media

Use Investigative Dashboard Search: https://data.occrp.org

By aggregating this quantity of data, ID Search enables researchers and journalists to get to the story faster. It’s designed to supplement other OCCRP innovations such as Investigative Dashboard (ID, https://investigativedashboard.org) and Visual Investigative Scenarios (VIS, https://vis.occrp.org) to form a powerful suite of tools accelerating and improving lead generation, story production and publication.

ID Search works with reporters from around the world to find and incorporate relevant sources. If you have an idea for a relevant document source, or wish to collaborate otherwise, please contact: research@occrp.org.

Investigative Dashboard Search is a project of the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), a network of investigative media in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Read our stories at https://occrp.org